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Publication Date: November 2010 (4th edition)This is the 4th edition of Challenges of Change

by retired NORAD Captain Stanley A. Fulham, who died in December 2010. It is most famous

for a successful prediction of a UFO display over cities such as New York City on October 13,

2010, made on the author's 87th birthday on April 16, 2010, first published in the 3rd edition 6-

months before it actually happened.The book primarily is a decade-long series of back and

forth questions and answers between Mr. Fulham, and deep trance channeler Rik Thurston,

who channeled a group of highly spiritually-advanced ethereal beings known as "The

Transcendors." The main focus of Fulham's in-depth and highly detailed conversations dealt

primarily with the subject of extraterrestrial intelligence and UFOs, specifically the

extraterrestrial civilizations interacting with the planet earth dealing with who they are, why they

are here, and what is their agenda.Fulham identifies in his book their main concern, which is

the harm caused to the earth's atmosphere by pollution from carbon dioxide and other

greenhouse gasses, revealing their agenda is one to help the human race survive what would

otherwise lead to its self-destruction, given that, in their estimation, the human race requires an

extraterrestrial intervention to prevent an otherwise extinction level event. Fulham identifies the

beginning of this peaceful and benevolent intervention with the date of October 13, 2010, the

date on which UFOs appeared and were reported on throughout the worldwide news

media.Other subjects also dealt with at length concern coming earth changes, Al Qaeda &

Middle East terrorism, the nuclear future, and a possible coming global economic and financial

meltdown or collapse. Fulham provides urgent and dire warnings, but also puts forth hopeful

solutions to mitigate their potentially disastrous consequences.This is a rare, unique, and truly

one-of-a-kind book written with Fulham's great philosophical insight and wisdom, and reveals

truths to profound questions few even know how to begin to ask.
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Julieta Cardona, “Un libro que todos los humanos deberíamos de leer es un desafío para la

humanidad.. El libro que cambiará la visión que tenemos del universo y de nuestra realidad,es

un desafío para la humanidad.Está genial ”

H.Yamaguchi, “Challenges. This book is very interesting. Indeed one of humankind'd greatest

challenges is how much furher we understand Cosmos.The author challenges us to see much

further beyond what we humans have percieved.around our world, our reality.As long as our

reality is concernred, almost all things told in the book seem sci-fi. I have no idea whether time-

space warp be made possible or some living entities living several tens of thousand light years

away from our planet could reach the Earth in a mere several days.Can you believe that!The

author also mentions hunams' interaction with Galactic beings has been going on for more

than millenium and some entities have long been both on Moon and Mars.These things in fact

go a way over my head. But when you have decided the book is a pure sci-fi,it becomes very

interesting and challenging.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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